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1 Introduction

WVL1 represents the first working group of the Wavila virtual lab and is dedicated to funda-
mental aspects of watermarking schemes. One goal of this working group is to design and then
build new theoretical developments on various subjects related to this field. WVL1 is then
strongly related to the three other virtual labs in Wavila: it gathers theoretical bases that are
needed either for developing practical applications in Watermarking (WVL2) and Forensics
(WVL4) or for choosing the different measures that are needed to benchmark watermarking
algorithms (WVL3). Moreover, WVL1 is also linked with other virtual labs in Ecrypt by
several topics such as zero-knowledge techniques, asymmetric techniques or security.

It is important to note that the important evolution of the different topics that are studied
in WL1 reflects the recent boom related to the security problem among the watermarking
community. Note that this is not a coincidence, it happened because the main scientific
actors on this topics are members of Ecrypt. The first year report [UVI04] presented the
cornerstone of watermarking security by giving definitions of security and information leakage
and by presenting security analysis of different watermarking schemes. The second year
report presented both the evolutions in the field of watermarking security and the elements of
former WL3 on zero-knowledge and asymmetric watermarking. Several emerging aspects of
watermarking security such as sensitivity attacks and collusion attacks were also presented in
this document. This third report illustrates the fact that now, and thanks to the Ecrypt NoE,
the different topics coming from WVL1 have become now major topics for the watermarking
community (5 of the 16 works presented in this report come from journals papers). Moreover,
besides extensions of the former topics, new emerging highlights have been proposed this year,
namely:

• The design of secure spread spectrum watermarking schemes, using the notion of perfect
secrecy developed in WVL1.

• The proposal of different watermarking security classes, according to the type of infor-
mation about the key that can be estimated by the attacker.

• A theoretical view of content authentication that unifies and generalizes previous works,
taking into account security considerations as well.

• An information-theoretic view of steganalysis that accounts for realistic statistical mod-
els of images.

• Design and implementation of efficient zero-knowledge watermark detectors that present
improved robustness against sensitivity attacks.

All contributions of Ecrypt partners involved in WVL1 are gathered in this report and 16
references are presented. The document is divided according to the different notions that are
addressed in this working group:

• Theoretical models for watermarking security,

• Security analysis of watermarking schemes,
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• Performance analysis of watermarking schemes,

• Sensitivity analysis of watermarking schemes,

• Watermarking and geometrical attacks,

• Zero-knowledge watermarking.

The fundamental contributions of each referenced work are outlined in the following sections
according to the same structure: addressed problem, motivation, technical approach and
related results.
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2 Theoretical models for watermarking security

Establishment of theoretical models of watermarking security has been one of the major
objectives of WVL1 since its creation. The main models were presented in the former report
on fundamentals [UVI05], and can be divided into two groups: information-theoretic models
[CPFPG05b][CPFPG05a], and computational models [Kat05]. The survey presented in 2.1
recalls these models to present a detailed exposition of the current state of the art in the
field of watermarking security emphasizing recent advances, most of them achieved under
the framework of the current Ecrypt NoE. The topics presented in 2.2 and 2.3 provide a
synthesis methodology to develop secure watermarking schemes and to refine the notion of
security classes into stego/key/subspace-security. As far as we know, those are one of the
first attempts to design provably secure watermarking schemes. Additionally the measures
obtained from the definition of watermarking security are now integrated as new inputs in
benchmarking setups in WVL3 (see 2.4). Finally the paradigm of authentication is revisited
through a new theoretical framework encompassing security issues, embedding distortion and
computational cost in 2.5.

2.1 Watermarking security: a survey [PFCTPPG06]

Addressed problem:

In this survey paper the problem of security in the framework of current watermarking
research is considered. Definitions and tools for measuring security are reviewed, and the
most recent advances in this field are highlighted.

Motivation:

Watermarking security has emerged in the last years as as a new subject in the water-
marking area. As it brings new challenges to the design of watermarking systems, a good
understanding of the problem is fundamental. The exposition contained in [PFCTPPG06]
is intended to clarify the concepts related to watermarking security, provide an exhaustive
literature overview, and serve as a starting point for newcomers interested in carrying out
research on this topic.

Technical approach:

The contents of the paper are mainly descriptive, with a fair use of technicalities. The
first part provides an overview of the most popular forms of digital watermarking emphasizing
the role of the secret key. Thereafter, a classification of attacks on watermarking schemes
based on the treatment of the secret key is proposed, and then a survey on related literature
is presented. The subsequent section discusses how to measure security in a theoretical,
quantitative manner, introducing also the main results so far on this direction. The next
part of the paper is devoted to practical aspects of the security problem, reviewing the main
publications in this regard, where practical tools for performing successful security attacks
are proposed. Some countermeasures that can help to improve security are considered in the
next section, discussing their advantages and drawbacks, and finally the main challenges and
achievements on this topic are summarized in the final section.
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2.2 Secure spread-spectrum watermarking schemes for Watermark Only
Attacks [BC06b]

Addressed problem:

This work focus on the possibility to design secure watermarking schemes (impossibility to
estimate the secret key) for spread-spectrum watermarking scheme. The study is restrained
to attacks where only watermarked contents are available (WOA for watermark only attacks).

Motivations:

In the WOA context, it has been shown in [CFF05a] that blind source separation tech-
niques can be used to estimate the secret key used for classical spread spectrum watermarking
schemes such as Improved Spread Spectrum [MF03a]. The work here proposes a watermarking
scheme that is secure to this class of attacks.

Technical approach:

A new SS watermarking algorithm called Natural Watermarking (NW) is proposed. Using
this scheme the estimation of the secret carriers is impossible. This property is due to the
fact that distributions of the secret carriers after embedding remain unaltered due to the
elementary reflexion that is used during the process and the Gaussianity of the projection of
each carrier that is preserved.

Obtained results:

When using NW, it is shown that BSS techniques are no efficient to estimate the secret
key. Beside, a theoretical analysis prove that there is no information leakage between the
secret key and the watermarked contents after embedding under the assumption that the
host signal is iid Gaussian.

2.3 Watermarking schemes presenting Key or Subspace security [BC06a]

Addressed problem:

The definition of security for spread-spectrum watermarking schemes is refined in this
paper. This work considers Watermark Only Attacks.

Motivations:

Evaluating the security of a watermarking scheme needs first to define precisely what kind
of security we are considering. It is shown in this paper that there are different steps between
insecure and secure watermarking schemes. For example it may be possible to estimate the
subspace in which the secret key relies but impossible to estimated the secret-key itself.

Technical approach:

Two different secure watermarking schemes are presented. Each each is associated with
a specific security class. Firstly, Natural Watermarking (presented in [BC06b]) is subspace
secure: it is impossible to estimate neither the subspace of the secret key, nor the secret key
itself using this scheme. Secondly, Circular Watermarking is introduced, it is a SS water-
marking scheme which is key-secure (impossibility to estimate the secret key) while it is not
subspace secure.
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Obtained results:

Natural and Circular watermarking unable to demonstrate that statistical properties of
the distribution of the carriers, namely Gaussianity and circularity enables to achieve different
security classes. Beside, CW enables to improve the robustness of the scheme in comparison
with NW and can compete with classical SS watermarking schemes regarding robustness.

2.4 Security in benchmarking

Addressed problem:

Research results on watermarking security [BC06c] are transfered to benchmarking pro-
files.

Motivations:

The work of GAUSS within WVL1 is focused on providing a profound background and
theoretical basis for the work done in WVL3. Benchmarking profiles [LD06] are necessary to
provide clearly defined and comparable benchmarking results through well defined evaluation
procedures.

Technical approach:

The definition of benchmarking profiles for DWM evaluation ranges from the definition
of fundamental terms like transparency, capacity and security up to selected application
scenarios (profiles) as well as the derivation of measures and procedures.

Obtained results:

Within the third ECRYPT year the basic benchmarking profile Security was formulated
and formalised.

2.5 A novel interpretation of content authentication [CBG07]

Addressed problem:

In [CBG07], a unified approach to different works on media authentication is provided,
linking different approaches in the literature [MWC05, FKK06] and paying special atten-
tion to security considerations according to the information-theoretic model proposed in
[CPFPG05a].

Motivations:

In the last years multimedia editing tools have undergone an impressive evolution,
putting powerful capabilities within reach of average unskilled users. This seeming advantage
constitutes at the same time a serious threat, stressing the importance of developing
multimedia authentication techniques aimed at solving this critical issue. Nevertheless,
previous results in the literature seem to be divided into pure theoretical ones (unfeasible
in a practical scenario) [MWC05], or evidently practical proposals (where a performance
analysis is not detailed) [FKK06].
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Technical approach:

The authors of [CBG07] try to fill the aforementioned gap between theoretical and practi-
cal approaches to authentication problem by presenting a novel authentication scheme, which
can be seen as a generalized version of the schemes proposed in [MWC05] and [FKK06]. This
new scheme is analyzed from an information-theoretic approach, showing the advantages and
drawbacks of the different intermediate strategies.

Obtained results:

A trade-off between figures-of-merit such as probability of succesful attack (closely related
to the reliable achievable rate of the data hiding system), security, embedding distortion
and computational cost is shown. Whereas Martinian’s approach[MWC05] shows very good
performance from the probability of succesful attack, security and embedding distortion point
of view, it is computionally unfeasible; on the other hand, Fei’s approach is computationally
cheap, but at the cost of needing a significantly larger embedding distortion for a given
probability of succesful attack. The proposed scheme tries to fill the gap between these two
extreme approaches, providing a range of intermediate strategies.

3 Security analysis of watermarking schemes

Based on the theoretical models of watermarking security established in WVL1, the references
in this section consider security assessment of the most important groups of watermarking
schemes: spread-spectrum and quantization-based schemes. The two first analysis, devoted to
lattice-quantizer methods 3.1 and spread-spectrum 3.2, are performed both from theoretical
and practical points of view. Reference 3.3 presents a practical way to analyse the security
of a quantization scheme called dither-modulation for non-iid signals by using independent
component analysis to estimate the secret key. Key estimation and practical security attacks
are also proposed. Finally, reference 3.4 proposes a security analysis of several steganographic
schemes where realistic probability density functions of the host and stego-contents are con-
sidered in order to quantify their impact in the undetectability of the hidden signals.

3.1 Security of lattice-based data hiding [PFPGFC06],[PFPGF06]

Addressed problem:

These papers address the problem of security in Quantization Index Modulation (QIM)
watermarking methods using lattice quantization [MK05], focusing on a particular (albeit
widely used) scenario where the security relies on a pseudorandom dither signal which ran-
domizes the codebook. The problem is considered from both theoretical and practical points
of view.

Motivation:

In QIM methods based on lattice quantizers, the dither signal plays the role of the secret
key, since it is a parameter only shared by the watermarking embedder and decoder which
prevents unauthorized embedding and/or decoding. However, if the same dither signal is
reused, the observation of several watermarked signals can provide sufficient information for
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an attacker to estimate the dither signal. These papers focus on the cases when the embedded
messages are either known or constant, although this analysis also serves as the basis for more
involved scenarios.

Technical approach:

The security problem is modeled according to the information-theoretic framework pro-
posed in [CPFPG05a]. In the first part of this paper, a theoretical security analysis of QIM
data hiding measures the information leakage about the secret dither as the mutual infor-
mation between the dither and the watermarked signals. This information leakage is closely
related to the variance of the estimation error achievable by an attacker, as a function of the
number of observations. In the second part, geometrical optimization and set-membership
estimation techniques [Com93] are used to obtain estimates of the secret dither from the
observation of watermarked signals.

Obtained results:

The main conclusion of this works is that lattice DC-DM schemes for data hiding relying
only on secret dithering are vulnerable to security attacks in the studied scenarios. In the
theoretical part, several results must be remarked:

1. The security level is strongly dependent on the distortion compensation parameter. This
implies that security can be in conflict with robustness requirements.

2. The security level can be enlarged by increasing the dimensionality and choosing the
appropriate lattice quantizer, which basically is the one with the best mean-squared
error properties.

3. Closed-form expressions for both the information leakage and estimation error have
been obtained for scalar and also for asymptotically optimal quantizers.

4. The fundamental gap between the security of lattice-quantization-based schemes and
spread spectrum methods has been explained.

The results obtained in the practical side confirm that (suboptimal) attacks to security can
be made with manageable complexity, yielding accurate dither estimates. The proposed
dither estimators were tested in implementations with optimum lattice quantizers in up to 8
dimensions.

3.2 Security of spread-spectrum-based data hiding [PFMPG07]

Addressed problem:

This paper presents an information-theoretic analysis of security for data hiding methods
based on spread spectrum. Several spread spectrum methods are considered, according to
the possible use of side information: additive Spread Spectrum [CKLS97], attenuated Spread
Spectrum [MI03], and Improved Spread Spectrum [MF03b].

Motivation:

Reuse of the same secret key for marking contents can incur in serious security flaws, as
an attacker can try to estimate the secret key based on the observed watermarked signals.
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Although the security problem has been already addressed in some important works such as
[CFF05c], [BC06c], there are some theoretical aspects that deserve further investigation. This
work is coherent with the framework proposed in [CPFPG05a] and completes the analysis
therein. The main motivation of this paper is to establish fundamental security limits for
this kind of methods and to extract conclusions about the tradeoffs between robustness and
security.

Technical approach:

In spread spectrum methods, the secret key is used to generate a pseudorandom secret
carrier (a.k.a. spreading vector) that conveys the watermark. Thus, the security is quantified
by means of the mutual information (as in [PFPGFC06],[PFPGF06]) between the observed
watermarked signals and the secret carrier, a measure that can be used to bound the number
of observations needed to estimate the carrier up to a certain accuracy. Three different
scenarios are considered in the security assessment, according to the degree of knowledge of
the attacker about the embedded messages: the Known Message Attack (KMA) scenario,
the Constant Message Attack (CMA) scenario, and the Watermarked Only Attack (WOA)
scenario.

Obtained results:

The most important contributions of this paper are summarized in the following:

1. The increase in the dimensionality of the embedding function, n, has a harmful impact
in the security level of spread spectrum schemes in WOA scenarios. Specifically, for
large n, the penalty for ignoring the embedded messages becomes negligible.

2. A tradeoff between security and robustness has been shown to exist in those methods
that perform host rejection. For the schemes studied in this paper, which cover a
wide range of the spread spectrum schemes considered in the literature, host rejection
can significantly decrease the security level of plain spread spectrum. Nevertheless,
different host rejection strategies can yield very different results: whereas the penalty
for the Improved Spread Spectrum scheme vanishes as n increases, the security level of
attenuated Spread Spectrum cannot be improved by increasing n.

3. The real security level of spread spectrum schemes is determined by the uncertainty
about the direction of the spreading vector, instead of the uncertainty about the spread-
ing vector itself. The loss in security level can be significant for large n.

The above conclusions were supported by empirical results, although it is not clear yet what
is the gap between practical and theoretical security levels.

3.3 Security of dither modulation watermarking schemes for non-iid signals
[BH06]

Addressed problem:

This work presents a security analysis of dither watermarking schemes. The goal here is
to estimate the secret key in order to modify the watermark embedded in the host content.
The study is focused on host signals presenting dependencies such as images or sounds.
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Motivations:

Security of DM watermarking scheme has previously been investigated by [CFF05a] for iid
signal using Principal Component Analysis for estimating the secret key. Theses approaches
are no more possible for non-iid signal such as digital images.

Technical approach:

The use of a blind source separation technique called Independent Component Analysis
(ICA) to estimate and remove the watermark is proposed. In the case of DM embedding,
the watermark signal corresponds to a quantisation noise independent of the host signal.
An attacking methodology using ICA is presented for digital images; this attack consists
firstly in estimating the secret carrier by an examination of the high-order statistics of the
independent components, and secondly in removing the embedded message by erasing the
component related to the watermark.

Obtained results:

The ICA-based attack scheme is compared with a classical attack that has been proposed
for attacking DM schemes. The results reported in this paper demonstrate how changes
in natural image statistics can be used to detect watermarks and devise attacks. Different
implementations of DM watermarking schemes such as pixel, DCT and ST-DM embedding
can be attacked successfully. This attack provides an accurate estimate of the secret key and
an average improvement of 2dB in comparison with optimal additive attacks. Such natural
image statistics -based attacks may pose a serious threat against watermarking schemes which
are based on quantisation techniques.

3.4 Information-theoretic analysis of steganalysis in real images [KVHP06]

Addressed problem:

This work deals with information-theoretic analysis of steganalysis in real images.

Motivations:

State-of-the-art results on information-theoretic analysis of steganalysis were obtained un-
der the Gaussian assumption about the statistics of both the covertext data and embedded
signal. Being fundamental, the obtained bounds should be redetermined in any case a statis-
tical assumption deviate from Gaussian. Another constraint of their applicability in practice
is closely related to the limitation of real data modeling using Gaussian distribution: it is a
known fact that, for instance, real images have highly nonGaussian statistics in both coor-
dinate and transform domain. Therefore, in order to reveal the real level of steganographic
system undetectability that operates with real images, some realistic stochastic models of the
cover data and a new steganalysis strategy are considered.

Technical approach:

Two cases were considered: when the cover data is distributed according to a global i.i.d.
Laplace pdf and when according to a locally nonstationary Gaussian pdf with exponentially
distributed local variance. For both statistical assumptions the lower bound on the prob-
ability of error for the steganalyser assuming a spreadspectrum based embedding of secret
information was derived.
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Obtained results:

The performance is higher for the case when the cover data is distributed according to
a global i.i.d. Laplacian pdf than the case when it is distributed according to a locally
nonstationary Gaussian pdf with exponentially distributed local variance. To improve the
efficiency of the latter case, the steganalyser might perform the binary hypothesis test based
not on all parallel channels but rather on “reliable” ones with variance commensurate to the
variance of the communicated hidden signal.

4 Performance analysis of watermarking schemes

Besides security, WVL1 addresses general performance analysis of watermarking schemes in
terms such as capacity, robustness to channel perturbations and decoder characteristics. In
this section different problems are addressed regarding performance analysis of side-informed
schemes: 4.1 proposes a set-up to use practical scalar quantization-based schemes (DC-QIM)
for zero-bit watermarking (watermark detection) and optimize its Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic. On the other hand, the theoretical Costa setup for watermarking is reformulated
in 4.2 for the case where the channel is not perfectly known and may vary according to some
a-priori statistical information.

4.1 DC-QIM for Watermark detection [BDBT06]

Addressed problem:

Quantization-based schemes, such as scalar DC-QIM, have demonstrated performance
merits for data-hiding problem, which is mainly a transmission problem. However, a number
of applications are stated in terms of watermark detection problem (also named one-bit wa-
termarking), and this situation has been seldom addressed in the literature for quantization-
based techniques.

Motivations:

Data-hiding has intensively focused on quantization-based schemes these last five years.
Being inspired by binning coding strategy, these approaches have demonstrated their “prov-
ably” efficiency. In particular, low-complexity implementations involving uniform quantizers
(namely DC-QIM or the equivalent form SCS) have been largely studied. The performances of
these systems are usually evaluated according to achievable transmission rates. For quantized-
based systems, each message is associated to a specific reconstruction set and the distance
between these codebooks is to be maximized in some sense. However, several practical prob-
lems involving watermarking (including steganalysis, semi-fragile watermarking applied to
content authentication or copyright protection) can be formulated more naturally as a de-
tection problem rather than a transmission one. Some of them cannot even be stated in
terms of transmission, due to applicative constraints (since some signals will not contain any
watermark).

Technical approach:

In this context, a complete performance analysis of uniform quantizers-based schemes
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with distortion compensation (DC) under additive white gaussian noise is carried out. Im-
plementing an exact Neyman-Pearson test and using large deviation theory, performances
are evaluated according to Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) and probability of error.
Optimal DC’s regarding to ROC performances are derived. It is pointed out that false-alarm
and miss detection capabilities are jointly optimized by the same DC value. Then, perfor-
mances are compared with raw quantizedschemes (i.e. without DC) and spread-spectrum
(SS) watermarking.

Obtained results:

It is shown that DC-QIM always outperforms QIM and SS for detection task. The gain
provided by the DC reaches several orders of magnitude for cases of interest, that is for low
watermark-tonoise regimes. A short comparison is also provided with respect to the corre-
sponding transmission problem, thus evaluating the loss in performance due to the detection.

4.2 Costa problem under channel ambiguity [VFVKP06]

Addressed problem:

This work considers the Costa problem under channel ambiguity.

Motivations:

In Costa setup, the codeword construction crucially relies on the knowledge about the
channel statistics (the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) variance) available at the
encoder prior to the transmission. However, this assumption can be rarely met in practi-
cal situations. Furthermore, in robust data-hiding, the attacker can know the data-hider’s
strategy whereas the data-hider cannot predict the attacker’s strategy. On the other hand,
there exists a widely used benchmarking strategy that consists in evaluation of the achievable
rate in the AWGN channel assuming that its variance varies within a predefined interval.
Therefore, contrarily to the existing encoding strategies for practical robust data-hiding at-
tempting encoder optimization for a particular state of the attacking AWGN channel (i.e.,
fixed variance), the problem of optimal encoder design for the Costa communications setup
assuming that the channel variance is varying with in some interval is adressed.

Technical approach:

When there is a priori knowledge about the distribution of attacking variances, average
achievable rate for the proposed optimization over a given WNR interval is higher than the
case where the data-hider is targeting to optimize the performance for the favorable conditions
for the attacker, meaning, for the maximal variance of the noise, at least by a factor of 1.8.
When there is no a priori knowledge about the distribution of attacking variances, for some
particular low-WNRs only zero-rate communications are possible. Obviously, such a solution
is not acceptable for the robust data-hiding. In order to overcome the revealed problem,
one can apply the modified worst case attacking scenario where it supposed to guarantee not
maximum but a predefined achievable rate of reliable communications.

Obtained results:

When there is a priori knowledge about the distribution of attacking variances and it
is a uniform distribution, the problem is formulated as the minimization of the rate loss
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with respect to the Costa’s optimization parameter alpha on a given Watermark-to-Noise-
Ratio (WNR) interval. However, since there is no close analytical solution to this problem,
a numerical optimization is substituted. When there is no a priori knowledge about the
distribution of attacking variances, the problem is formulated as the minimization of the rate
loss with respect to the Costa’s optimization parameter alpha and maximization with respect
to WNR on a chosen WNR interval.

5 Sensitivity analysis of watermarking schemes

The sensitivity attack has been recognized as one of the most crucial issues that public
watermark detectors must face with. Sensitivity can be seen as a kind of security issue where
the goal is not to estimate the secret key globally, but to estimate a portion of the detection
boundary (which is a function of the secret key) by feeding the detector with slightly modified
versions of the watermarked content in an iterative fashion. The portion of the detection
boundary of interest is that closest to the watermarked content, since it allows removal of the
watermark with minimum, in general unnoticeable, distortion. Obviously, one of the most
important issues in sensitivity attacks is the complexity needed to perform a successful attack,
in terms of perceptual quality of the attacked content. The work in 5.1 presents a method
that enables to blindly perform a successful sensitivity attack in a small number of iterations
for any kind of watermarking scheme without making any assumption about the nature of
the detector.

5.1 Blind Newton Sensitivity Attack [CFPG06]

Addressed problem:

In the applications considered most of times, i.e. copyright protection and copy control,
the watermark detector is often made public, generally in the form of a tamper-proof black
box which only provides binary outputs (present/absent watermark). This scenario gives rise
to the so-called oracle attacks, where the attacker uses the detector outputs to some selected
inputs in order to gain knowledge about secret information used in the detection process (for
instance, the detection key).

Motivations:

The original versions of the sensitivity attack were aimed at removing the watermark from
spread-spectrum based techniques. Nevertheless, in the last years increasing attention is paid
to the so-called informed watermarking methods, where the embedder uses the knowledge
about the host signal when designing the watermark. Therefore, the adaptation of those
seminal sensitivity attacks is necessary for attacking more general embedding strategies.

Technical approach:

In [CFPG06] a novel sensitivity attack is presented, based on Newton optimization algo-
rithm. Some of the interesting characteristics of the proposed technique are: 1) It does not
require any knowledge about the detection function; it just needs to know the binary output
of the detection function for a given input. 2) It can be used for removing the watermark
from watermarked contents, or for creating falsely watermarked signals (forgeries).
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Obtained results:

The empirical results introduced in [CFPG06] show the good performance of the proposed
attack against a wide range of watermarking methods, from spread spectrum based techniques
to JANIS or QPD, both for removing the watermark and generating forgeries.

6 Watermarking and geometrical attacks

The problem of resynchronization is a capital issue for a large number of watermarking ap-
plications, especially for the watermarking of images, audio an video documents in copyright
protection scenarios and other hostile environments. Two standard approaches are usually
sought: either exhaustive search or template embedding. Reference 6.1 provides a com-
parison of this two methods in terms of detection efficiency. In 6.2, the problem of data
transmission with side information is studied and might be used in watermarking to cope
with de-synchronisation attacks.

6.1 Effectiveness of exhaustive search and template matching against wa-
termark desynchronization [Bar05a]

Addressed problem:

The effectiveness of exhaustive search for watermark resynchronization and detection
against watermark desynchronisation caused by geometrical attacks is investigated. It has
been argued that, apart from computational complexity, Exhaustive Search Detection (ESD)
is possibly the best remedy against watermark de-synchronization. In particolar, if the size
of the search space, i.e. the cardinality of the class of geometric attacks under consideration,
increases exponentially with n, it is necessary to look at the coefficient multiplying n, say α.
If α is lower than the error exponent ε of the watermark detector, then it is possible to cope
with watermark de-synchronization by increasing n.

Motivations:

Robustness against watermark de-synchronization induced by geometric attacks is one of
the most difficult challenges watermarking researchers still need to face with.

Technical approach:

For sake of simplicity image watermarking is considered: the most natural candidate
which comes to mind is the Random Bending Attack (RBA) [Pet00], according to which
some random local geometric deformations are applied to de-synchronize the detector. To
keep the problem simple, the model is a truly random bending attack whose only effect is
to locally warp the watermarked image according to a randomly generate displacement field.
First of all the, so to say, dimensionality of the above attack subject to a constraint on the
perceptual distortion is evaluated. In particular it is shown that the size of such an attack is
exponential and give an estimate of the exponent coefficient α. Then the comparison between
such a coefficient with the error exponent ε of a particular watermarking system, namely the
multiplicative Spread Spectrum (SS) system described in [BBRP01], is performed.

Obtained results:
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In order to estimate α the minimum quantization level for the estimated displacement field,
needed by the detector to recover the watermark is evaluated. Regarding the estimation of
the coefficient for the error exponent (ε), the Chernoff Bound limits for estimating the False
Detection Probability (differently from previous work [Bar05b]) is used. The comparison
between α and ε depends on different parameters of the watermarking scheme (i.e. number
and position of marked coefficients, strength of the watermark, visibility), and it is still under
evaluation.

6.2 Transmission of data with side information [DGF+06]

Addressed problem:

Since Costa’s paper in 1983, a lot of work has been done on the transmission of data with
side info, even in the watermarking community. This work is interested in the case where
the encoder and/or the decoder has a null/partial/perfect knowledge of the channel state
information, deriving the best strategies for the encoding in these different contexts.

Motivations:

This work is interesting by itself, and may have an impact on the performances of wa-
termarking schemes based on the use of side info, mainly in the case of de-synchronization
attacks.

Technical approach:

We use exactly the same approach as Costa and other more recent works on the subject,
telling that the knowledge of the channel state info may by altered when transmitted to the
encoder or decoder. Then, we derive the value for the optimal alpha parameter and the
associated rate.

Obtained results:

This work shows that the best strategy for choosing the value of the alpha parameter in
the cases where the knowledge [at encoder, at decoder] is

• perfect, perfect

• perfect, partial

• perfect, null

• partial, perfect

• partial, null

and then study the gain/loss in terms of rate, comparing these cases to the Costa setup.
This work has analyzed the capacity losses and gains for the general setup where partial
state information is available at the encoder and at the decoder under Gaussian interference.
Next special cases of the general setup are analysed and analytic expressions of capacity
gain and loss with respect to Costa’s setup are given. The general setup is relevant for
practical applications such as watermarking under desynchronization attacks and point-to-
point communication over fading channel where receiver has an estimate of the channel state.
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That is one of the reasons that why the capacity gain loss analysis targeted to a low SSR rate
like 6 dB has been used.

7 Zero-knowledge watermarking

The goal of Zero-knowledge watermarking is introduced in the Ecrypt first summary report
on asymmetric watermarking [CG04]. Zero-knowledge watermark detection proves the
presence of a specific watermark in a digital object without compromising the security of
this watermark. The security-critical parameters, i.e., the watermark and the detection key
are not transmitted and only several features of the watermarked content are communicated.
The work introduced in this section presents a zero-knowledge scheme that is robust to the
sensitivity attack (see also section 5 on sensitivity analysis), besides providing an efficient
protocol implementation.

7.1 Zero-Knowledge watermark detectors robust to sensitivity attacks
[TPPG06, TPG07]

Addressed problem:

These works cope with the problem of achieving a watermarking protocol able to with-
stand blind sensitivity attacks [CFPG06], while concealing the secret parameters using zero-
knowledge protocols [GMR89] in order to perform a public detection [AKS03].

Motivations

Current zero-knowledge watermark detectors [AS01, PCC+06] are based on a linear cor-
relation between the asset features and a given secret sequence. This detection function is
susceptible of being tackled by sensitivity attacks, for which zero-knowledge does not provide
protection [CFPG06]. Furthermore, many complex functions that could be used to get more
involved detection boundaries cannot be implemented through zero-knowledge protocols.

Technical approach:

A new zero-knowledge blind watermark detection protocol is presented, based on
the maximum likelihood detection function for generalized Gaussian distributed host fea-
tures [HAPG00]. For some choices of parameters, the detection boundary is very compli-
cated, what makes it more robust to sensitivity attacks. As a consequence, the combination
of this detector with zero-knowledge techniques results in a secure and robust protocol. In
order to implement it, two new zero-knowledge proofs for calculation of modulus and square
root are presented. The new protocol is compared in terms of performance and efficiency
with the previous zero-knowledge protocols based on correlation detector for additive spread-
spectrum [AS01] and Spread-Transform Dither Modulation (ST-DM) [PCC+06].

Obtained results:

Two new zero-knowledge proofs for modulus and square root have been presented; they
serve as building blocks for the zero-knowledge implementation of the generalized Gaussian
maximum likelihood detector, and also open new possibilities in the design of high level
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protocols. The developed zero-knowledge detector has shown improved resistance against
blind sensitivity attacks with respect to the previous protocols, with a better performance
than correlation-based detection; Moreover, when the employed spreading sequence is binary
antipodal, the resulting communication complexity of the protocol can be greatly reduced,
making it even more efficient than the previous ones.

8 Conclusion and perspectives

This report has illustrated that the Ecrypt community is now plainly aware of the different
issues related to watermarking. The three pillars of watermarking, namely security, capac-
ity and perceptibility are more and more analysable in an accurate way and for a defined
constraint more and more optimal solutions have been proposed. For example, an increasing
number of watermarking schemes are now analysed from the security point of view by the
scientific community. An illustration of this evolution will be the next BOWS2 context that
will be organised during Y4. Contrary to BOWS1 which was only focused on robustness, the
sensitivity and the security of a specific algorithm will be also evaluated by each participant.

Nevertheless, some important topics need still to be addressed. In general, we can see
that the number of contributions to the different topics addressed in WVL1 is still rather
unbalanced, and emphasis must be put in problems like the formal analysis of sensitivity
attacks and desynchronization, and the design of zero-knowledge protocols suitable for per-
forming secure detection in a wider variety of watermarking schemes. On the other hand,
here is a non-exhaustive list of the scientific directions, more related to topics 2 and 3, that
will probably be investigated during Y4:

• Embedding optimization considering jointly security and robustness: one major draw-
back of the few secure schemes that have been proposed is their lack of robustness.
No theoretical formulation of the trade-off between security and robustness has been
proposed.

• Security analysis of informed coding and embedding schemes: different robust tech-
niques such as dirty paper trellis coding have not already been addressed from a security
point of view.

• Development of secure watermarking techniques: too few schemes have been proposed
and attention must be paid regarding robustness.

• Development of secure, robust and anti-collusion fingerprinting schemes: the relation
between theses three constraints have to be given.

• Development of practical tools for measuring watermarking security: for numerous wa-
termarking schemes literal formulation of the equivocation is no more possible and
numerical methods have to be found.

• Links between watermarking security and cryptanalysis: it would be interesting to
compare the two methodologies.

• Links between practical security and machine learning techniques: several works on
security [BH06][CFF05b] have shown that machine learning techniques like blind-source
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separation methods and clustering techniques may be used for secret key estimation.
The relations between the two fields have to be investigated.

The most promising topics will also be included in the next Wavila challenges that will occur
in June 2007.
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